
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List E-6:  /s/ and /z/

Spelling Words Review

bicycle

phase

closet 

license

cereal

sizes

recent

sincere

choose

medicine

because

accept

cancel 

those 

forceful 

triceps 

distance 

arose 

lose

city

sparrow

motivation

rivalry 

Challenge

scores

adjacent

Answer the questions.

1.  Which sound, /s/ or /z/,  is found in the word because?     ______________________

2.  How many times do you hear the /s/ sound in the word license?     ______________________

3.  How many times do you hear the /s/ sound in the word cancel?     ______________________

4.  Which sound does the letter s in phase make: /s/ or /z/?     ______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a set of muscles in the upper arm _________________________

6.  a large urban center _________________________

7.  a food that is eaten for breakfast _________________________

8. a storage space for clothes _________________________  

Write a spelling word that is an antonym for each word below.

9.     win    ___________________ (4 letters)

10.   reject   ___________________ (6 letters)

11.   phony     ___________________ (7 letters)

12.   gentle     ___________________ (8 letters)
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Name: _________________________________                                List E-6:  /s/ and /z/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

recent bicycle arose   choose

sizes those    distance  medicine

13.  I do not want to have to  ________________________  between two such wonderful options!

14.  Kelly enjoys riding her ________________________  through the park with her younger brother.

15.  The   ________________________  between my home and hers is only a couple of blocks. 

16. We should have bought these tee shirts in different  ________________________.

17. The most  ________________________  forecast was predicting thunderstorms for the next day.

18. My little sister  ________________________  to watch the sunrise every morning of our vacation.

19. If you do not finish your   ________________________ , your sore throat will not improve quickly.

20. These vegetables look much healthier than   ________________________   ones over there.

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word contains a set of double consonants?     ___________________________

22. Which review word has a total of ten letters?     ___________________________

23. Which review word is a synonym for competition?     ___________________________

24. Which bonus word is an antonym for distant?     ___________________________

25. Which bonus word can be used as a plural noun and a verb?  ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List E-6:  /s/ and /z/

Spelling Words Review

bicycle

phase

  closet 

license

cereal

sizes

  recent 

sincere

choose

medicine

because

accept

cancel 

those 

forceful 

triceps 

distance 

arose

lose

city

sparrow

motivation

rivalry 

Challenge

scores

adjacent

Answer the questions.

1.  Which sound, /s/ or /z/,  is found in the word because? /z/

2.  How many times do you hear the /s/ sound in the word license? 2

3.  How many times do you hear the /s/ sound in the word cancel? 1

4.  Which sound does the letter s in phase make: /s/ or /z/? /z/

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a set of muscles in the upper arm triceps

6.  a large urban center city

7.  a food that is eaten for breakfast cereal

8. a storage space for clothes closet  

Write a spelling word that is an antonym for each word below.

9.     win                lose  (4 letters)

10.   reject    accept  (6 letters)

11.   phony      sincere  (7 letters)

12.   gentle      forceful  (8 letters)
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ANSWER KEY
Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

recent bicycle arose   choose

sizes those  distance  medicine

13.  I do not want to have to  choose  between two such wonderful options!

14.  Kelly enjoys riding her  bicycle  through the park with her younger brother .

15.  The  distance  between my home and hers is only a couple of blocks. 

16. We should have bought these tee shirts in different  sizes.

17. The most  recent  forecast was predicting thunderstorms for the next day.

18. My little sister  arose  to watch the sunrise every morning of our vacation.

19. If you do not finish your  medicine, your sore throat will not improve quickly..

20. These vegetables look much healthier than  those  ones over there.

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word a set of double consonants?       sparrow

22. Which review word has a total of ten letters?     motivation

23. Which review word is a synonym for competition?     rivalry

24. Which bonus word is an antonym for distant?     adjacent 

25. Which bonus word can be used as a plural noun and a verb?  scores
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